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Planetary gears are widely used in automotive and aerospace applications. Due to de-
mands for greater power density, these gearsets often operate at extremely high stress
levels. This has caused system level influences once considered secondary to become
critical to the success of planetary gears. One such system level effect that has been
largely overlooked is the influence of support structures like planetary needle bearings.
There are interactions between the gear distributed loads and the resulting bearing loads
and deflections that have implications for both gear and bearing designs. Also, double
pinion planetary arrangements are increasingly becoming common. There are still
greater interactions between the gear and bearing components in double pinion plan-
etary arrangements. In this paper, we will examine the influence of the bearing deflec-
tions (tilt) on the gear load distribution and contact pattern. We will also show the
influence of distributed gear loads on the bearing loads (moments) and deflections (tilts).
Both, single and double pinion planetary arrangements will be considered. It will be
shown that the tilting stiffnesses of the needle bearings have a major influence on gear
contact pattern and consequently on contact and bending stresses. It will also be shown
that the double pinion planetary arrangement is more likely to result in off-centered
loading. Parametric studies will be performed to show the influence of a few design
parameters. Theoretical derivations will be validated by numerical simulations. A system
level gear analysis model will be used to illustrate the issues involved and quantify the
results. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2359472�
ntroduction
Planetary gears offer various advantages over parallel-axis

ears, including wide range of speed/torque ratios by varying the
nput, output, and reaction members; and compactness and greater
orque-to-weight ratio due to multiple parallel paths. This has

ade them extremely popular in multispeed, high power density
pplications like automotive automatic transmissions. Despite
heir compact nature, there are demands for achieving still greater
ower density and consequently new designs, and new applica-
ions of existing designs, today operate at much higher stresses
han they did even a decade ago. This has made it imperative to
ccurately evaluate system level influences early in the design
tage. One important influence is the effect of pinion needle bear-
ng support stiffness. This influence is the focus of this paper.

Traditionally, automatic transmissions have had four forward
peeds. This can be achieved by using two planes of single pinion
sun-pinion-ring� planetary gearsets. Recently, there has been a
rend towards transmissions with five to seven forward speeds.
his has led to increasing use of double pinion planetary arrange-
ents �sun-pinion1-pinion2-ring� such as the Ravigneaux and Le-

elletier type arrangements �1–3�. Though double pinion planetar-
es look like a natural extension of the single pinion arrangement,
he loading condition is quite different and the influence of the
inion needle bearing support is especially significant. In this pa-
er, both single and double pinion arrangements will be consid-
red.
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In general, the design of the planetary needle bearings has been
based on static and dynamic load capacities and satisfying life
requirements. The support stiffness provided by the bearing,
though a consequence of the design, has not been a design crite-
rion. In this paper we will study the influence of needle bearing
tilting stiffness on the performance of planetary gears. We will
also explore the interactions between bearing deflections and dis-
tributed gear loading.

A system level model of planetary gearsets is needed to study
these interactions. The Gear System Analysis Modules �GSAM�
software tool will be used in this study. A brief description of the
model is included.

The effects that will be studied are:

• influence of support stiffness �deflections� on gear contact
patterns in single and double pinion planetary gearsets

• influence of distributed gear loads on bearing loads and mo-
ments in single pinion planetary gearsets

The radial stiffness of the needle bearing also has an influence
on planetary gear performance. Its major influence is on planetary
load sharing and has been studied elsewhere �4�. There is minimal
interaction between the bearing radial stiffness and contact pattern
and stresses. In this paper, we will focus on the influence of the
tilting stiffness. Clearances in the bearings will be considered as
being a part of the tilting stiffness.

Gear System Analysis Modules
GSAM is a system level analysis tool that has been developed

by GM Powertrain. It can model entire gear systems including all
gear bodies, bearings, carriers, shafts, and housing. It also models
most design, manufacturing, and assembly related parameters in-

cluding gear tooth flank microgeometry �profile/lead modifica-
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ions and errors�, shaft misalignments, carrier windup, and carrier
rrors. As such, it is an ideal tool to study the interactions between
ystem level influences. It is designed to quickly create some
ommon gear configurations such as single and double pinion
lanetaries arrangements, Ravigneaux and stepped Ravigneaux ar-
angements, and multistage parallel axis arrangements. A detailed
escription of model capabilities can be found in Refs. �4,5�.

Detailed contact analysis of gear systems is a complex problem.
he width of the instantaneous contact zone is an order of mag-
itude smaller than the other dimensions of the gear body. There-
ore, to accurately capture the instantaneous load distribution a
ighly refined mesh is needed near the contact zone. Also, as the
ears roll through mesh, the zone of contact moves across the
ontacting surfaces. In order to model this using conventional
EA, one would have to either refine the mesh over the entire
ontacting surface, or remesh at each mesh position. Neither of
hese options is viable, especially when modeling entire gear sys-
ems with a number of active meshes and with a number of teeth
n contact in each mesh. The GSAM software is built around a
pecialized three dimensional multibody contact analysis solver
alled Calyx. This solver efficiently overcomes this problem by
aking the contact model independent of the stiffness model.
For the stiffness formulation, the model uses a combination of

nite elements and the surface integral form of the Bousinessq-
erruti solution �6� for a point load on a half-space. The finite
lement model is used to compute relative deformation and
tresses for points that are away from the contact zones. For points

Table 1 Case 1: single pinion planetary gearset

Sun Pinion Ring

umber of teeth 35 26 86
or. module mm 1.59
or. pressure angle deg 20
elix angle deg 21 R 21 L 21 L
ace width mm 32.35 29.00 32.00
enter distance mm 51.945 51.945

nput torque Nm 1378.7 input to sun
eaction member Carrier
umber of pinions 3

Table 2 Case 2: doubl

Su

Number of teeth 3
Nor. module mm
Nor. pressure angle deg
Helix angle deg 21
Face width mm 32.
Center distance mm
Input torque Nm
Reaction member
Number of pinions

ig. 1 „a… Schematic contact model, „b… contact pressure, „c…
esulting load distribution
6 / Vol. 129, JANUARY 2007
near the contact zone, the semi-analytical solution is used to com-
pute the relative deformations. The near field semi-analytical so-
lution and the far field FEA solution are matched at a subsurface
matching interface. For its FEA model, the software uses a
special-purpose finite element called the finite quasi-prismatic el-
ement �7�.

Figure 1�a� shows the contact model that has been implemented
in GSAM. The program has extremely accurate mathematical
definitions of the contacting surfaces. The facewidth of one of the
mating surfaces is divided into a number of transverse sections.
The midsection of each transverse section is then selected and the
point on that section that is closest to the mating surface �in the
unloaded state� is identified. Next, the solver lays a contact grid in
the profile direction, centered about the closest point. In this way
a contact grid is laid only over portions of the contacting surfaces
that are closest to their mating surfaces. Also, grid cells are only
laid at spatial locations where the contacting surfaces are closer
than a threshold value �otherwise they are determined to be too far
to come in contact under load�. By following the outlined scheme,
computational efficiency is greatly increased, as the contact grid is
laid over a very small area of the mating surfaces. The contact
grid is laid independent of the FEA mesh so there is no need to
remesh at different time steps. Figure 1�a� shows the schematic
contact grid over one gear tooth. Similar grids are laid for all gear
meshes and over all gear teeth that have a potential for contact.
Figures 1�b� and 1�c� show the pressure distribution in the contact
zone and the discretized load distribution, respectively.

Test Cases
Two test cases were chosen to study the interactions between

the needle bearing stiffness and planetary gear performance. Case
1 is a single pinion planetary arrangement and case 2 is a double
pinion planetary arrangement. The test cases were created such
that as many parameters as possible were kept constant between
the single and double pinion arrangements. Table 1 has the data
for the single pinion case and Table 2 has the data for the double
pinion arrangement. The sun and pinion gears in case 1 are ex-

inion planetary gearset

SP RP Ring

26 24 92
1.59
20

21 L 21 R 21 R
29.00 29.00 32.00

51.945 42.750 58.600
1378.7 input to sun

Carrier
3

Fig. 2 GSAM models of planetary gearsets: „a… case 1- single
pinion, „b… case 2 - double pinion
e p

n

5
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ctly the same as the sun and SP pinion in case 2. Case 2 has an
dditional pinion RP and the ring gears are of course different in
he two cases. In both cases the powerflow is the same—the sun
ear is the input member, the ring gear is the output member, and
he carrier is the reaction member. The SP pinion in case 2 and the
inion in case 1 are operating under almost identical conditions
xcept for orientation of meshes, and so will offer a good com-
arison between single and double pinion planetary arrangements.
igure 2 shows the GSAM models for both cases and the orien-

ation and spatial locations of the gears can be seen.

nfluence of Support Stiffness on Gear Load Distribu-
ion

Single Pinion Arrangement. First we will consider the calcu-
ations for bearing loads and moments for the single pinion plan-
tary arrangement shown in Fig. 2�a�. Figure 3 shows a plot of a
inion and the forces acting on it. The forces are assumed to be
oncentrated at the operating pitch point in the center of the face-
idth of the pinion. This approximation is commonly done and
ives the bearing loads and moments in the absence of a distrib-
ted load, or when the effective centroid of the distributed load �at
given point in time� coincides with the pitch point in the center

f the pinion facewidth. For clarity, only two teeth are shown on
he pinion—one at the sun mesh and one at the ring mesh. The
oordinate axes are oriented such that the origin is at the center of
he pinion, the radial mesh forces are along the X axis, the tan-
ential forces are along the Y axis, and the axial forces are along
he Z axis. Centrifugal forces are omitted in this calculation but
an be easily superimposed.

Let,

x, Fy, and Fz forces in the X, Y, Z direction �in Fig. 3 FyS,
FyR, FxR, FzR are negative�

pS and RpR operating pitch radius of the pinion at the
sun and ring meshes

1 and �2 operating transverse pressure angles at the
sun-pinion and ring-pinion meshes

1 and �2 operating helix angle at the sun-pinion and
ring-pinion meshes

SUN operating pitch radius of the sun gear
x-PIN,Fy-PIN,
z-PIN

resultant forces on the pinion due to contact
loads

x-PIN, My-PIN,
z-PIN

resultant moments on the pinion due to
contact loads

orce Balance
direction Fx-PIN=FxS+FxR
direction Fy-PIN=FyS+FyR
direction Fz-PIN=FzS+FzR

ig. 3 Case 1: forces acting on the pinion from the sun and
ing meshes
ournal of Mechanical Design
Moments

• The forces in the X direction pass through the origin and
cause no moments.

• The forces in the Y direction are in the X-Y plane. Individu-
ally they cause a moment about the Z axis. The moment due
to FyS and FyR cancel each other and there is no resultant
moment.

• The forces in the Z direction are in the X-Z plane. They
cause a moment about the Y axis and this moment is gener-
ally referred to as the overturning moment.

Mx-PIN = 0 Mz-PIN = 0 My-PIN = FzS * RpS − FzR * RpR

Table 3 shows a summary of the moments. CCW moment is con-
sidered to be positive. In case 1

RSUN = 29.805 mm RpS = 22.141 mm RpR = 22.510 mm

�1 = 21.30 ° �2 = 23.59 ° �1 = 21.00 ° �2 = 21.32°

Input torque
per mesh

TSUN=1378.7/3=459.57 N m

Tangential force
at the sun mesh

FyS=−TSUN/RSUN=−15419 N

Tangential force
at the ring mesh

FyR=−�TSUN/RSUN�* �RpS /RpR�=−15167 N

Radial force at
the sun mesh

FxS=−FyS*tan��1�=6011 N

Radial force at
the ring mesh

FxR=FyR*tan��2�=−6623 N

Axial force at
the sun mesh

FzS=−FyS*tan��1�=5919 N

Axial force at
the ring mesh

FzR=FyR*tan��2�=−5919 N

Therefore,

Fx-PIN = − 612 N Fy-PIN = − 30586 N Fz-PIN = 0 N

Mx-PIN = 0 Nm My-PIN = 264.3 Nm Mz-PIN = 0 Nm

These are the forces and moments acting on the pinion that will
be reacted upon by the pinion needle bearing. Under the action of
the applied moment, the pinion will tilt on the needle bearing
support. The amount of bearing tilt is a function of the bearing
moments and the tilting stiffness of the bearing. As a result of the
bearing tilt, the resulting contact pattern on the gears will be off-
centered with the amount of off-center movement being dictated
by the gear tooth stiffness, gear flank microgeometry, the amount
of bearing tilt and any other factors causing misalignments of the
gear meshes.

It is well understood that the contact pattern at the gear meshes

Table 3 Summary of moments in single pinion case

Moment about →
Moment due to ↓ X Y Z

FxS

FxR

FyS −FyS*RpS

FyR FyR*RpR

FzS FzS*RpS

FzR −FzR*RpR

Net moment Mx-PIN=0 My-PIN=
FzS*RpS−
FzR*RpR

Mz-PIN=0
is influenced by the misalignment of the gear meshes along the

JANUARY 2007, Vol. 129 / 87
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ine of action �8�. In order to understand the effect of the bearing
oments on the gear contact patterns, it is necessary to calculate

he resulting bearing tilts and the resulting on-line of action
isalignments.
From Fig. 4;

MLOA-sun = Mx-PIN * cos��1� + My-PIN * sin��1�

MLOA-ring = Mx-PIN * cos��2� − My-PIN * sin��2�
here,

LOA-sun is the resultant moment causing misalignment in the
un-pinion plane of action

LOA-ring is the resultant moment causing misalignment in the
ing-pinion plane of action

It will be later shown that the presence of distributed load and
ff-centered contact pattern introduces additional terms that
hange the values of Mx-PIN and My-PIN and may result in non-
ero values of Mx-PIN.

Considering just the concentrated force approximation we get

MLOA-sun = �FzS * RpS − FzR * RpR� * sin��1�

MLOA-ring = − �FzS * RpS − FzR * RpR� * sin��2�
ote that a positive moment will push the load distribution to-
ards the negative z end of the facewidth, and vice versa.
For case 1

MLOA-sun = 96.0 N m MLOA-ring = − 105.8 N m

The resulting bearing tilt will therefore push the contact pattern
owards the −Z end of the facewidth at the sun mesh and towards
he +Z end of the facewidth at the ring mesh. This off-centered
oading will result in new moments being applied, which in turn
ill alter the bearing tilt. This means that the contact pattern and

oad distribution depend upon the bearing tilt and the bearing tilt
epends upon the load distribution. Therefore the tilting of the
earing and the load distribution at the gear meshes should be
olved simultaneously. GSAM will be later used to quantitatively
olve the gear-bearing system models. But this theoretical calcu-
ation is still extremely useful in highlighting the interactions be-
ween the gear meshes and bearings and comparing the single
inion arrangement to the double pinion arrangement.

Double Pinion Arrangement. In the double pinion arrange-
ent, there are two pinions in the path from the sun gear to the

ing gear. The pinion that meshes with the sun gear will be des-
gnated as SP and the pinion that meshes with the ring gear will be
esignated RP. The included angles between the centers of the sun
ear, SP, and RP are �, �, and � as shown in Fig. 5. Two reference
rames will be defined—one for SP and one for RP. The XSP axis

Fig. 4 Plane of action misalignments „sun and ring…
s aligned along the line joining the centers of the sun gear and SP

8 / Vol. 129, JANUARY 2007
and the XRP axis is aligned along the line joining the centers of the
ring gear and RP. The ZSP and ZRP axes project out from the plane
of the paper. The planes of action at the three meshes are also
shown in the figure.

As before, consider the mesh contact forces to be concentrated
loads at the center of the facewidth. As in the single pinion ar-
rangement, the radial separating forces go through the origin of
the coordinate frames and cause no moments and the tangential
forces cause equal and opposite moments about the Z axes and
result in no net moment. The axial forces result in unbalanced
moments on the pinions.

In the following discussion:

FzSUN, FzRP are the axial forces on SP due to the sun
and RP meshes, respectively.

FzSP, FzRING are the axial forces on RP due to the SP
and ring meshes, respectively.

RSP-SUN, RSP-RP are the pitch radii of SP at the sun and RP
meshes, respectively

RRP-SP, RRP-RING are the pitch radii of RP at the SP and ring
meshes, respectively

MSP-SUN LOA moment on SP causing misalignment along
the sun-SP plane of action

MSP-RP LOA moment on SP causing misalignment along
the RP-SP plane of action

MRP-SP LOA moment on RP causing misalignment along
the SP-RP plane of action

MRP-RING LOA moment on RP causing misalignment along
the ring-RP plane of action

Table 4 summarizes the moments acting on the SP and RP
gears. It should be noted that Table 4 reduces to Table 3 on setting
�=180 deg and �, �=0 deg.

Also

MSP-SUN LOA = Mx-SP
*cos��1� + My-SP

*sin��1�

MSP-RP LOA = − Mx-SP
*cos�� − �2� − My-SP

*sin�� − �2�

MRP-SP LOA = − Mx-RP
*cos�� + �2� + My-RP

*sin�� + �2�

MRP-RING LOA = − Mx-RP
*cos��3� − My-RP

*sin��3�

where �1, �2, and �3 are the operating transverse pressure angles
at the sun-SP, SP-RP, and RP-ring meshes, respectively.

The sign convention is again such that a positive moment re-

Fig. 5 Double pinion arrangement—orientation and coordi-
nate frames
sults in a shift in the contact pattern towards the negative Z end of

Transactions of the ASME
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he facewidth.
Table 5 summarizes the moments for two cases using the equa-

ions in Table 4. In both cases the input torque on the sun gear was
378.7 N m �the same as in Tables 1 and 2�. Hence, the axial
orces on SP and RP and the same as in case 1

• Case 2-A: Meshes are 180 deg apart �� ,�=0;�=180�. All
other data consistent with Table 2.

• Case 2-B: �=45.002, �=75.768, �=59.230, RSP-SUN
=22.14 mm, RSP-RP=22.23 mm, RRP-SP=20.52 mm,
RRP-RING=20.68 mm �all data consistent with Table 2�.

Table 4 Summary of moments in double pinion case

oment about →
oment due to ↓ X Y

SP gear

zSUN
0 FzSUN*RSP-SUN

zRP −FzRP*RSP-RP

*sin���
FzRP*RSP-RP*cos���

et moment Mx-SP=
−FzRP*RSP-RP

*sin���

My-SP=
�FzSUN*RSP-SUN+

FzRP*RSP-RP*cos��� �

RP gear

zSP FzSP*RRP-SP

*sin���
FzSP*RRP-SP*cos���

zRING
0 −FzRING*RRP-RING

et moment Mx-RP=
FzSP*RRP-SP

*sin���

My-RP=
�FzSP*RRP-SP*cos���−

FzRING*RRP-RING�

Table 5 Summary of mome

Mx
�N m�

My
�N m�

SP Gear

Cas

FzSUN
0 131

FzRP
0 133

Net moment 0 264

Cas

FzSUN
0 131

FzRP
128 −32

Net moment 128 99

RP Gear

Cas

FzSP
0 122

FzRING
0 122

Net moment 0 244

Cas

FzSP
104 62

FzRING
0 122

Net moment 104 185
ournal of Mechanical Design
Case 2-A shows that when the two meshes on the pinions are
diagonally across �180° between meshes�, the solution reduces to
that for the single pinion case. The misaligning moments on the
SP gear is exactly the same as in case 1 while those on the RP gear
are lower due to smaller operating pitch radii.

Case 2-B shows the moments for the actual case 2 �Table 2�.
The results show that the net moment on the pinion needle bearing
is lower. However, due to nonopposing meshes, there is a substan-
tial moment along the X axis �line joining centers� which has a
“cosine���” component in the plane of action. This results in a
larger misalignment along the line of action. This makes the
double pinion arrangement inherently more susceptible to off-
centered loading.

Results from Table 5 show that

• The effect of nonopposing meshes is to increase the mesh
misalignment at the sun-SP and RP-ring meshes.

• There is an increase in misalignment at the sun-SP mesh by
a factor of 1.62 over the single pinion arrangement in Table
1. The corresponding factor for the RP-ring mesh is 1.77.

• In these cases the misalignment causes the contact pattern to
move towards the −Z end of the facewidth at the sun-SP
mesh and the +Z end of the facewidth at the RP-ring mesh.

• The SP and RP gears tilt such that a major portion of the
misalignments cancel out and the contact pattern will be
reasonably centered on the SP-RP mesh. The net differential
moment at the SP-RP mesh is only 11 N m.

Parametric Study
Table 5 shows the increase in the misaligning moment in the

double pinion planetary arrangement. Those results are valid for
the parameters chosen in case 2 �i.e., pressure angles �1, �2, �3
and mesh angles �, �, and ��. In this section parametric studies

—double pinion examples

Total
moment
�N m�

LOA �N m�

Sun
mesh

RP
mesh

-A

264 96 −106

-B

161 155 −155

SP
mesh

Ring
mesh

-A

244 91 −95

-B

212 166 −168
nts

e 2

e 2

e 2

e 2
JANUARY 2007, Vol. 129 / 89
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ill be conducted to find the sensitivity of the misaligning mo-
ent to these variables. Worst case and best case scenarios will

lso be explored.

SP-SUN Mesh

MSP-SUN LOA = − FzRP * RSP-RP * sin��� * cos��1�

+ �FzSUN * RSP-SUN

+ FzRP * RSP-RP * cos���� * sin��1�

ow, FzSUN = − FzRP = FA

lso assuming �1=�2=�3=� and RSP-RP�RSP-SUN=RSP �SP
itch radii are approximately equal for the two meshes�

MSP-SUN-LOA = FA
*RSP

*sin���*cos���

+ �FA
*RSP − FA

*RSP
*cos����*sin���

= FA
*RSP

*�sin���*cos��� − cos���*sin��� + sin����

= FA
*RSP

*�sin�� − �� + sin����

Theoretical Best Case Scenario. The best case scenario is when
he misaligning moment, MSP-SUN LOA=0. This corresponds to �
0, �+2�. Neither of these values belong to the physically fea-

ible space �0����� and therefore the misaligning moment can
ever be zero.

Theoretical Worst Case Scenario. The misaligning moment is
aximum when the partial derivative �MSP-SUN LOA/��=0

FA
*RSP

* �cos�� − ��� = 0

his corresponds to �=� /2+� and the worst case misaligning
oment is MSP-SUN LOA�worst=FA*RSP* �1+sin����

Same Misalignment as Single Pinion Planetary. The misalign-
ng moment is the same as in a corresponding single planetary
ase when

MSP-SUN LOA��� = MSP-SUN LOA��=�

FA * RSP * �sin��� − �� + sin���� = FA * RSP * �sin�� − ��

+ sin����

his corresponds to ��=2� and MSP-SUN LOA�single
2*FA*RSP*sin���.

Ratio of Worst Case to Single Pinion Planetary.

M_SP_ratio = �1 + sin����/�2 * sin����

RP-RING Mesh

RP-RING LOA = − FzSP * RRP-SP * sin��� * cos���

=− �FzSP * RRP-SP * cos���

− FzRING * RRP-RING� * sin���

Now, FzRING = − FzSP = FA and RRP-SP � RRP-RING = RRP leads to

MRP-RING LOA = FA * RRP * �sin�� + �� + sin����

Theoretical Best Case Scenario.

MRP-RING LOA = 0 when � = �

o physically feasible solution in range �0���� /2�

Theoretical Worst Case Scenario.

�MRP-RING LOA/�� = 0 = FA * RRP *
��cos�� + ��� when � = �/2 − �

0 / Vol. 129, JANUARY 2007
MRP-RING LOA�worst = FA * RRP * �1 + sin����

Same Misalignment as Single Pinion Planetary.

MRP-RING LOA��� = MRP-RING LOA��=0

FA * RSP * �sin��� + ��

+ sin���� = FA * RSP * �sin��� + sin���� when ��

= � − 2�

No physically feasible solution in range �0���� /2�, �15° ��
�30° �

MRP-RING LOA�single = 2 * FA * RRP * sin���

Ratio of Worst Case to Single Pinion Planetary.

M_RP_ratio = �1 + sin����/�2 * sin����
Figure 6 shows the results for case 2-B. Figure 6�a� shows the

variation in misaligning moment in the SP-sun mesh as a function
of included angle � and Fig. 6�b� shows the variation in misalign-
ing moment in the RP-ring mesh as a function of included angle
�. As seen in the figure, the ratio of worst case moment to the
moment experienced in an equivalent single pinion planetary sys-
tem ��=180,�=0� is about 1.88 for the sun-SP mesh and about
1.78 for the RP-ring mesh. For the SP-sun mesh this corresponds
to �=111 deg and for the RP-ring mesh it corresponds to �

Fig. 6 Influence of mesh orientation on the misaligning mo-
ment: „a… SP-sun mesh, „b… RP-ring
=67 deg. Note that the actual design in Table 2 has �=75 deg and
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=60 deg. Therefore case 2-B in Table 5 had a ratio of 1.77 for
he RP-ring mesh, which is close to the worst case. Also note that
ower values of � and � give less misaligning moments.

Table 6 shows the ratios and worst case angles �along with the
erived approximate formulas� as a function of the transverse
ressure angle. As the pressure angle increases, the misaligning
oments increase. This is true for the worst case moment as well

s the moment experienced by an equivalent single pinion system.
owever, the increase in the worst case moment is somewhat
odest and hence the ratio of the worst case moment to the

quivalent single pinion system actually decreases with increasing
ressure angle. Worst case values of � and � are also shown. In
eneral, smaller values of � and � have lower misaligning mo-
ents, regardless of the pressure angle.
Also note that for a 20 deg pressure angle pinion, in the worst

ase the double pinion arrangement can have a misaligning mo-
ent roughly twice that of an equivalent single pinion arrange-
ent. This ratio can be as high as 2.5 times for a 15 deg pressure

ngle gear system.

nfluence of Gear Load Distribution on Bearing Mo-
ents
The effect of distributed gear loads is next considered. The gear

oads are distributed over a few teeth of the pinion at each mesh as
ell as distributed across the facewidth of the individual teeth.
he net effect is that the instantaneous centroid of the distributed

oads is offset. The offset in the Y direction will generally be
mall, but the offset in the Z direction can be significant, based on
he resulting contact pattern. It is the Z offset that will be studied
ext. Figure 7 shows the schematic loading on the single pinion

Table 6 Pressu

ress.
ngle
deg�

Worst case
moment
�N m�

Equiv.
single
pinion

moment
�N m�

FA*RSP* �1+sin���� 2*FA*RRP *sin��� �1+

5 167 68
0 178 90
5 189 112
0 199 132

ig. 7 Off-centered forces acting on the pinion from the sun

nd ring meshes

ournal of Mechanical Design
planetary with the centroid of the distribution being offset.
Let ZS and ZR be the Z offset of the centroid at the sun and ring

meshes, respectively. This does not change the force balance
equations, but does introduce new moment terms. Table 7 shows a
summary of the moment terms. The values of ZS and ZR will vary
to some extent as the gears roll through mesh, so the net moments
will vary in time. Average values of ZS and ZR can be used and
these are a measure of the shift in contact pattern �from a centered
contact pattern�. In general either of the ZS and ZR terms can be
+ve or −ve.

Table 8 shows the effect of various combinations of +ve and
−ve ZS and ZR for case 1, compared to the solution for a centered
contact pattern. In each case the centroid is assumed to move a
quarter of the facewidth of the pinion. Mx

LD and My
LD are moments

about the X and Y axis, respectively, due entirely due to the load
distribution effect.

As seen in Table 8, if the contact pattern moves towards the
same end of the facewidth at both meshes, the result is a signifi-
cant moment about the X axis while the moment about the Y axis
remains virtually unchanged. On the other hand, if the contact
pattern moves to opposite ends of the facewidth, the result is a
smaller but still significant additional moment about the Y axis
and the moment about the X axis is negligible. The additional
moment about the Y axis will be additive in one case and subtrac-

ngle influences

Ratio
�worst/
equiv.�

Worst
�

angle
�deg�

Equiv.
single
pinion

�
�deg�

Worst
�

angle
�deg�

����/ �2*sin���� �= � /2+� ��= 2� �= � /2−�

2.44 105 30 75
1.97 110 40 70
1.69 115 50 65
1.50 120 60 60

Table 7 Summary of moments „including distributed load
effect…

Moment about →
Moment due to ↓ X Y Z

FxS FxS*ZS

FxR FxR*ZR

FyS −FyS*ZS −FyS*RpS

FyR −FyR*ZR FyR*RpR

FzS FzS*RpS

FzR −FzR*RpR

Net moment Mx-PIN=

− �FyS*ZS

+FyR*ZR �

My-PIN=

�FzS*RpS−FzR*RpR�
+�FxS*ZS+FxR*ZR�

0

Table 8 Moments due to distributed loads

Case A Case B Case C Case D Case E

ZS ,ZR→
�mm� 0,0

+7.25,
+7.25

+7.25,
−7.25

−7.25,
+7.25

−7.25,
−7.25

Mx
LD �N m� 0 222 2 −2 −222

My
LD �N m� 0 −4 92 −92 4

Mx-PIN �N m� 0 222 2 −2 −222
Mx-PIN �N m� 264 260 356 172 268
re a

sin
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ive in the other case. Table 8 also highlights how the moments
hat the pinion needle bearing is subjected to, changes with the
oad distribution �and contact pattern� at the gear meshes, and how
ignificant the changes can be.

The contact pattern may be off-centered, as depicted here, due
o a variety of reasons, including:

• gear �sun, pinion, ring� lead errors
• carrier pin-hole straightness error
• carrier windup
• bearing tilts

Of particular relevance to this discussion is the bearing tilt, as
here are interactions between bearing tilts and load distribution.
o understand this interaction the moments on the bearings should
e resolved in the planes of actions of the meshes. Table 9 shows
he moments causing plane of action misalignments for the cases
-A to 1-E. The effect of just the load distribution portion, as well
s the total moment is shown. Note that a positive moment will
ush the load distribution to the negative z end of the facewidth �
ve MLOA-sun= 	−ve ZS�, and vice versa. As seen in Table 9, the
ffect of the load distribution is to induce moments that would
ush the load distribution back towards the center of the face-
idth. For example when ZS and ZR are positive, the moments

nduced are such that the plane of action moments are positive,
ausing a negative shift to ZS and ZR. This is true for all cases. The
mplication is that the moments induced by contact pattern shifts
re self-correcting. This means that the net moments change such
hat the relative increase or decrease in bearing tilts serves to
orrect the off-centered loading. However, this does not imply that
he net load distribution will be centered—just that the bearing tilt
ill partially offset the off-centered loading condition. Also, dif-

erent combinations of ZS and ZR result in different amounts of
lane of action correction. The cases where the contact pattern
hifts to one of the facewidth at both meshes �cases 1-B and 1-E�
he plane of action correction is substantial, whereas the cases
here the contact pattern moves to opposite ends of the facewidth

cases 1-C and 1-D� the plane of action correction is modest.
Next, consider the effect of the bearing tilt on the load distri-

ution in the absence of any other contributing factor. From
ables 3, 8, and 9, the moments in case 1-A are

My-PIN = 264.3 N m

MLOA-sun = 96.0 N m MLOA-ring = − 105.8 N m

Therefore the bearing will tilt such that the contact pattern
oves towards the negative z end of the facewidth at the sun
esh, and the positive z end of the facewidth at the ring mesh.
his will result in a situation where ZS is −ve and ZR is +ve. The

esultant contact pattern will be similar to case 1-D. The magni-
ude of ZS and ZR will depend upon, among other things, the
ilting stiffness of the needle bearing. Depending on the magni-
ude of ZS and ZR, a modest self-correcting moment in the plane of
ction will be superimposed and the magnitude of the plane of
ction misaligning moments will be somewhat reduced.

Table 9 Moments causing LOA misalignments

Case A Case B Case C Case D Case E

S ,ZR�mm�→ 0, 0
+7.25,
+7.25

+7.25,
−7.25

−7.25,
+7.25

−7.25,
−7.25

LOA-sun
LD �N m� 0 205 35 −35 −205

LOA-ring
LD �N m� 0 205 −35 35 −205

LOA-sun
�N m� 96 301 131 61 −109

LOA-ring
�N m� −106 99 −141 −71 −310
The following are the significant conclusions:

2 / Vol. 129, JANUARY 2007
• Distributed load on the gear teeth have a significant impact
on the induced bearing moments.

• The effect of the moments induced by the off-centered load-
ing is always directionally self-correcting.

• The relative magnitudes and directions of the self-correcting
moments depend upon the direction of the off-centered load-
ing at the two meshes.

• The effect of the bearing tilt �in the absence of other contact
pattern changing factors� is to shift the load towards one end
of the facewidth at the sun mesh and the opposing end of the
facewidth at the ring mesh.

Though the effect of the distributed load was analyzed only for
the single pinion planetary arrangement, the influence is similar
for the double pinion planetary gearsets.

Comparison with Numerical Simulations
In this section, the trends predicted by the theoretical analyses

will be compared to numerical simulations using the GSAM
model. The GSAM model includes the pinion being supported by
the needle bearing stiffness, so the influences discussed earlier are
implicitly accounted for. In addition to the directional changes in
contact pattern, the GSAM model predicts the resulting contact
pattern and stresses. Simulations were run for the following cases:
Single pinion planetary arrangement:

• case 1-GA rigid bearing support
• case 1-GB normal bearing support
• case 1-GC flexible bearing support
• case 1-GB-R normal bearing support, rigid gear

In each case, the bearing stiffness is modeled as a 6�6 diago-
nal matrix. The radial and tilting stiffnesses are as shown in Table
10. The stiffness values used here are assumed, and the range
chosen to illustrate their influence on the gear contact patterns and
stresses. The rigid bearing support is modeled to allow compari-
son with the theoretical analysis. For a particular case, the exact
bearing stiffnesses can be used. These can be calculated by in-
house software �GSAM and others� or obtained from bearing ven-
dors. Clearances are included in the bearing stiffness calculation.
Also, as bearing stiffnesses are nonlinear, calculations are valid
for a given loading condition. Typical automotive planetary needle
bearings have stiffnesses in between those used in cases 1-GB and
1-GC.

In Table 10, the GSAM calculated net moment on the pinion
about the X and Y axis are shown. The results are shown for a
given mesh position, but similar results were obtained for one
complete base pitch rotation of the gears. In case 1-GA, the pinion
is supported by rigid bearings and so the generated bearing mo-
ments do not result in any bearing tilt. In the absence of other
factors that may cause misalignments, the resulting contact pattern
is well centered. The values of Mx-PIN and My-PIN are close to
their theoretical values of 0 and 264 N m, respectively. The values
of Zs and Zr that would cause the small deviations from theoretical
value of the moments are −0.03 and 0.56 mm, respectively. The

Table 10 Results of GSAM simulation—single pinion

Case 1

Radial
stiff.

�N/mm�

Tilting
stiff.

�N mm/
rad�

GSAM Computed GSAM

Mx-PIN

�N m�
My-PIN

�N m�
Zs

�mm�
Zr

�mm�

MLOA

-sun

�N m�

MLOA

-ring

�N m�

GA 2.33e8 8.80e9 8 260 −0.03 0.56 102 −97
GB 2.33e6 8.80e7 11 227 −2.50 3.24 92 −81
GC 2.33e5 8.80e6 10 132 −9.74 10.55 57 −44
GB-R 2.33e6 8.80e7 7 174 −6.78 7.33 70 −64
values of Zs and Zr are strictly true for the mesh position under
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onsideration and will vary to a limited extent as the gears roll
hrough mesh. Figure 8�a� shows the corresponding GSAM pre-
icted contact pattern and the load distribution for the mesh posi-
ion under consideration.

In case 1-GB the pinion is supported by a bearing of interme-
iate stiffness causing moderate shifts in contact pattern. In
ase1-GC the pinion is supported by a flexible bearing and the
esulting bearing tilt pushes the contact pattern towards the ends
f the facewidth. The theoretical prediction was a contact pattern
hift as in Table 8, case D. The effect of the contact pattern shift
from Table 8� is to slightly change Mx-PIN and significantly re-
uce My-PIN. This reduces the misaligning moments in the sun-
inion and ring-pinion planes of action. The GSAM predicted
oments and contact pattern shifts are consistent with the theo-

etical predictions.
It should be noted that though the directions of the contact

attern shifts can be predicted by the theoretical analysis, the ac-
ual amount of the contact pattern shift cannot be predicted with-
ut a full system level solution. This is because the theoretical
iscussion was focused on the rigid body motions of the gear
odies. It did not consider the loaded deflection of the gear bodies.
he gear bodies have gross body deflections due to the radial

oads, gear tooth deflections due to the tangential loads and con-
act deformation due to the contact loads. These deflections serve
o partially neutralize the bearing tilt induced misalignment. The
nal load distribution depends upon these deflections along with

he rigid body movements �and other sources of misalignments�
nd tooth flank modifications �lead crowns and lead tapers�.

Case 1-GB-R has the same bearing stiffness as case 1-GB, but
he modulus of elasticity of the gear material was assumed to be
en times that of steel. This was done to illustrate the influence of
ear tooth deformation due to tooth bending and surface contact.
n this case, the neutralizing influence of the deflections is greatly
educed and the contact shifts significantly more than in case
-GB. Figure 8�d� shows the GSAM predicted contact pattern.
he interactions between the load distribution, bearing tilts, and
ody deformations cannot be predicted without considering a full
ystem level model of the gear-bearing system.

Next the following double pinion cases were analyzed:

• case 2B-GA rigid bearing support
• case 2B-GB normal bearing support

The bearing stiffnesses were same as those used in the corre-
ponding single pinion planetary cases. The moments causing line
f action misalignment were extracted from the GSAM runs and
re shown in Table 11. The approximate theoretical values �ignor-
ng load distribution effects� are also shown. As in the single
inion planetary case, there is good agreement between the theo-
etical values and the GSAM run with rigid bearings. The GSAM
alues are for a given mesh position, and there is some variability
n these values as the gears roll through mesh. Also, as in the case

ig. 8 GSAM predicted contact patterns and load distribution
or single pinion cases: „a… 1-GA, „b… 1-GB, „c… 1-GC, „d… 1-GB-R
f the single pinion planetary arrangement, once the load distri-

ournal of Mechanical Design
bution becomes off-centered �case 2B-GB� there is a self-
correcting moment imposed that results in a smaller misaligning
moment. The smaller absolute value of the misaligning moment in
case 2B-GB versus case 2B-GA should not be interpreted as a
smaller tilt �or smaller shift in the contact pattern�. This is because
at the lower stiffness even the smaller moment will result in a
larger tilt.

The resulting contact patterns are shown in Fig. 9. As in the
case of the single pinion arrangement, the bearing tilt results in
off-centered contact pattern at the sun-SP and RP-ring meshes.
The amount of contact pattern shift is however more than was the
case in the single pinion case, due to greater misaligning mo-
ments. Also, as predicted by Tables 5 and 11, the SP-RP mesh
shows centered contact pattern.

A straight comparison cannot be made between case 1-GB and
case 2B-GB. This is because in these cases the amount of bearing
tilt influences the amount of contact pattern shift and that in turn
influences the resulting bearing moments. But a comparison can
be made between the cases where the bearings were assumed to
be rigid �cases 1-GA and 2B-GA�. The GSAM results show a
greater moment driving the contact to be off-centered in the
double pinion case than in the single pinion case. If the gear body

Table 11 Results of GSAM simulation—double pinion

Case

Tilting
stiffness �N

mm/rad�

GSAM LOA moment �N m�

Sun-SP SP-RP RP-SP RP-ring

2-B theor. 155 −155 166 −168
2B-GA 8.80e9 150 −146 149 −161
2B-GB 8.80e7 110 −118 134 −113

Fig. 9 GSAM predicted contact patterns and load distribution

for double pinion cases: „a… case 2B-GA, „b… case 2B-GB

JANUARY 2007, Vol. 129 / 93
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nd mesh stiffness were similar in both cases, the resulting contact
attern will be significantly more off-centered in the double pinion
xample.

The final contact pattern depends upon a number of factors such
s misalignment �from various sources�, gear flank microgeom-
try, and tooth and body deflections. Correction strategies to get
ptimum load distribution should therefore consider the entire
ystem and can be composed using a combination of many fac-
ors. Possible ways to correct the off-centered loading driven by
earing tilting motion include:

• prescribing appropriate tooth flank modifications
• neutralizing the bearing tilts with other sources of misalign-

ments like carrier windup
• bearing designs that provide more tilting support
• appropriate choice of pressure angles, helix angles, and gear

mesh angles

Detailed description of correction strategies is beyond the scope
f this paper, but will be looked at in a subsequent paper. The
hifts in the contact pattern have a significant influence on the
ear operating stresses. Table 12 shows the contact and bending
tresses on the sun, pinion, and ring gears for the single pinion
lanetary arrangement. The results of cases 1-GA and 1- GB �rigid
earing versus normal bearing� show a 12–21% increase in bend-
ng stresses and a 20–40% increase in contact stresses. Also there
s a doubling of bending stresses and a tripling of contact stresses
etween cases 1-GB and 1-GC. Typical automotive planetary
eedle bearings have tilting stiffnesses somewhere in between
hose used in cases 1-GB and 1-GC. As seen in Table 12, needle
earing tilting stiffnesses will have a significant influence on the
tresses in these cases.

It should be noted that both radial and tilting stiffnesses depend
pon the bearing geometry and clearances. Results in Ref. �4�
how that a lower radial stiffness is desirable from a load sharing
erspective and results presented in this paper show that a higher
ilting stiffness is desirable from a contact pattern standpoint.
hese may be competing requirements and a practical compro-
ise would have to be worked out during the bearing design

Table 12 GSAM stress predictions—single pinion

ase 1

Bending stress �MPa�
Contact stress

�MPa�

Sun Pin-Sun Pin-Ring Ring Sun-Pin Pin-Ring

A 800 834 783 691 1994 1517
B 900 1009 883 803 2390 2108
C 1800 1977 1652 1651 5998 5843
tage.

4 / Vol. 129, JANUARY 2007
Conclusions
In this paper the influence of planetary needle bearing support

on the performance of single pinion and double pinion planetary
gearsets has been highlighted. It has been shown that the tilting
motion of the pinion on the needle bearing, due to the axial forces,
results in gear mesh misalignment in the plane of action. This
misalignment causes shifts in load distribution and contact pat-
tern. It is also shown that the resulting off-centered loading
changes the net moments �and the plane of action moments� on
the pinion.

It has been established that double pinion arrangements are
more susceptible to off-centered contact patterns as the moments
causing plane of action misalignment are higher. The misaligning
moments on the pinions in the double pinion arrangement can be
over twice those in an equivalent single pinion case. Also the
bearing tilts will push the contact to opposing ends of the face-
width at the sun-SP and RP-ring meshes, and there will be cen-
tered contact between the pinions.

The interactions between the bearing tilts, tooth flank microge-
ometry, and tooth stiffness has also been shown. A system level
model capable of modeling these interactions has been used to
qualitatively confirm the conclusions of the theoretical analysis
and to quantify the effect of those influences on contact patterns
and stresses.
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